
Sharing Sean 

 the super sharing hero! 

 
 

Ask Sharing  Sean what to do if you are 

worried about sharing with other children.  

He knows what to do! 

 



The problem: 

 Jimmy was a eight year old boy who lived 

at home with his daddy and his nanny. He 

was excellent at maths and brilliant at 

telling the time. 

 Jimmy went to a school in Alton. 

Sometimes at school he got into lots of 

trouble and his nanny would come into 

school to talk to his teacher about his 

behaviour choices. 

 

 

      
You see, sometimes when the teacher 

asked the children to work together, take 

turns or share using the glue and pencils, 



Jimmy didn't want to do it. He would 

shout: 

"No, I don't want to!" or " I'm going first, 

give it to me!" 

He knew this sounded rude and 

it gave him an uncomfortable feeling in his 

tummy.  

This upset everybody, but especially a shy 

little girl called Sarah...she thought Jimmy 

was being quite scary! 

 
The other children didn't want to work 

with Jimmy if he wouldn't share and that 

made Jimmy and his teacher feel very sad. 

 



  Jimmy's teacher wanted the class to 

work as a team and to kindly take turns 

because that's fair. 

 

 
 Why do you think Jimmy felt he should 

always go first? 

What would you think about a boy in your 

class  who did that? 

 

 
 

 



Sharing Sean the super sharing hero 

knows what to do: 

 
One day Jimmy's teacher asked Jimmy to 

offer the glue to Sarah to use first. 

Jimmy didn't really want to but he said 

 " Yes, I'll give it a try" Sarah was very 

pleased, and thought that Jimmy was being 

such a kind friend. Jimmy found that being 

kind gave him a calm feeling inside, 

because he knew that he had made the 

right choice. He had chosen to do that by 

himself. 

 
Jimmy's teacher was very pleased and told 

Jimmy's daddy about it. 



 His daddy was so 

happy and proud of him that he told 

Jimmy's nanny. Nanny felt pleased,  very 

proud and so happy with Jimmy that she 

bought him a special ice cream from the 

ice cream van. 

 

 
 

 

 



Sharing Sean the super sharing hero 

knows how this story will end: 

Jimmy felt really happy. It really was 

much nicer to share things with others. He 

felt pleased that he had offered Sarah 

the chance to go first. Sarah wasn't 

frightened of him now, and since then, in 

class, she had shared her special colouring 

pencils with him. 

Jimmy began to enjoy school even more. In 

fact, he had forgotten why he though that 

always winning and being first was so 

important. 

 

Jimmy is very good at telling the time. 

"It's time now for Jimmy to share" said 

Sharing Sean the  sharing super hero. 



 
Sharing Sean the sharing super hero has  

some questions about Jimmy: 

Do you think that Jimmy was being too 

bossy before? 

Do you think that Jimmy was worried that 

he wouldn't get a turn if somebody else 

went first? 

Which school rule did Jimmy break? 

 

Thank goodness for Sharing Sean the 

sharing super hero! 

He always try's to make the right choice 

 

 


